
For over 50 years Adis journals have been publishing high-quality content for global healthcare  

audiences. Our journals span all therapeutic areas with a focus on drugs, devices, diagnostics,  

and other interventions. The portfolio contains a number of high-impact journals that are  

leaders in their respective fields. 

Adis offers podcasts articles for today’s audience of digital natives who prefer to consume content  

‘on the go’ in audio formats. Vodcasts can also be considered if the authors prefer a video format. 

Authors can discuss a topic of clinical relevance, such as a clinical trial, pivotal manuscript, conference data, 

or advances in a particular therapeutic area. 

Podcasts are published as Commentary articles on SpringerLink. The audio file is embedded within the  

HTML and a transcript of the discussion is typeset and published as a ‘regular’ article for readers who  

prefer text-based media. 

To maximise reach, podcasts are also hosted on Google Play, Apple Music, Spotify, and several other  

podcast-streaming services.

Adis podcasts have DOIs and are indexed on PubMed. They are citeable, permanent additions to the  

scientific literature – healthcare professionals can discover them easily in the places that they usually  

search for scientific literature.

Podcast articles are peer reviewed to the same standard as regular Adis journal articles. A detailed text  

outline or script of the discussion should be submitted for initial peer review. Once the script has been  

approved, authors can record the podcast. The final version is reviewed by Adis editors to ensure  

that the final version matches the approved script.

For examples of our podcast articles, please click here.  

For details of fees, please contact:  

adisjournals@springernature.com.
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1 Presubmission Enquiry
Description of proposed topic and authors  
sent to Adis

2 Concept Approval
Editor checks topic for appropriateness  
and journal interest (2-3 days)

3 Outline
Detailed, bulleted outline of podcast  
sent to Adis

4 Peer Review
Outline peer reviewed by independent  
experts (2 weeks)

5 Podcast Creation
Authors record podcast in line with approved 
outline + create verbatim transcript

6 Peer Review
Podcast reviewed to check adherence to  
approved outline (1 week)

7 Publication  Published online (2-3 weeks from acceptance)
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